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Abstract

Today, distributed business systems are used widely, and the consistency of their databases are maintained by the distributed
transactions. On the other hand, a great deal of data is often updated in a lump-sum in the business systems. And, since the
non-stop service has become general, it is necessary to perform this lump-sum update concurrently with the online transactions
that service to users. So, some methods are utilized to avoid the influences on the online transactions, like the mini-batch that
splits a lump-sum update into small transactions and executes them one after another. However, in the distributed systems,
since it has to be executed by the distributed transactions, there is a problem on the efficiency to update a great deal of
data by this method. For this problem, we propose to apply an update method to the distributed systems, which utilizes the
records of data about the time to avoid conflicts between the lump-sum update and the online transactions. Moreover, through
experiments using a prototype, we confirmed that it can update data more efficiently than the chain of small transactions even
in the distributed systems.
c© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction

With the spread of the Internet and distributed processing technologies, the decentralization of the business
systems in corporations is developing [7, 15, 13]. At present, it has also spread to the various Web services,
such as net shops [1, 11]. For example, a corporation having branch offices in each region introduces a server to
each office, and the system operations adapted to the business of the individual office is performed. In this case,
each server has the database for each office business to reduce its communication cost, and the databases of other
offices are accessed in order to perform comprehensive operations only when it is needed. In such a decentralized
system environment (hereinafter, “distributed system”), some distributed processing technologies are introduced:
the distributed transaction to control the updates across multiple databases and maintain their consistency; the
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Fig. 1. An example of distributed system.

replication to improve the efficiency of the query at each office by placing replicated databases of the master
database in each server [10].

On the other hand, often a great deal of data is updated by the lump-sum update. However, today, nonstop
services have become to be used widely because of the spread of the internet business, the improvement of the
convenience for users and so on. For example, in banking systems, ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) is provided
for users as a nonstop service, and the entry data is reflected in the database by the transaction. That is, it is
necessary to execute the lump-sum update processing without affecting the transactions of nonstop services [14].
So, for example, it is executed as the mini-batch that performs a great deal of update as a chain of small update
transactions [2]. However, the distributed transaction is necessary for the distributed system. So, there is a problem
that it is inefficient, because it is accompanied by access control over the network [13]. Similarly, the replication
has a problem that it takes a long while to reflect the data, when a great deal of data is updated [5, 6].

Here, we had proposed a method to update a great deal of data in a lump-sum without stopping online ser-
vices for centralized systems (hereinafter, “temporal update”) [3]. This method uses an extended transaction time
database [8] to avoid the conflict between the lump-sum update processing and the transactions that process the
entries of users from online terminals (hereinafter, “online entry”). Concretely, in this method, the former updates
the data at the future time, though the later updates the data at the present time. Therefore, since it can commit
plural updated data collectively in the lump-sum update processing, we expect that this method can be executed
efficiently even in the distributed systems.

Our goal in this paper is to examine the efficiency of this method to update a great deal of data in a lump-sum
in the distributed systems. In this study we composed a prototype to evaluate it. And, our empirical results show
that our method can execute a lump-sum update much more efficiently than the mini-batch even in the distributed
systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show the problem of the lump-sum update
in the distributed systems, and the related study. In section 3, we show an implementation of the temporal update
in a distributed system. In section 4, we show the evaluations of its efficiency based on experiments, and we show
our considerations in section 5.

2. Conventional Update Methods and Related Study

2.1. Problem of conventional update method in distributed systems

In Fig. 1, we show an example of the business system that is constructed as a distributed system. The
database of each branch office stores the data of the office, and users update the database of their office or another
office depending on their business. Such an update is processed by the update transaction for the single database
(hereinafter, “local transaction”). On the other hand, the processing to update the plural databases of the branch
offices simultaneously has to be processed by the distributed transaction, which has the function such as two-
phase commit, to maintain the integrity of these databases. For example, in the inventory management system
constructed as the distributed system as shown in Fig. 1, there is the processing to move the stock from some
office to the other one. In this case, a single distributed transaction executes both of the processing for this stock
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Fig. 2. Lamp-sum update method using transaction time.

movement: reduction from the database of some office; addition to the database of the other one. So, the integrity
of the stock amount as a whole system is maintained.

Here, the database of the business system is often updated as a lump-sum update of a great deal of data. For
example, as for the above-mentioned stock movement, when a great deal of stock is moved among the offices in a
lump-sum, a great deals of lump-sum update must be executed to the plural databases at the same time. In the past,
a great deal of lump-sum update was executed efficiently as the night batch to occupy the target tables, except the
time zone of online services. However, at present, since the nonstop service is provided widely, it is necessary to
execute a great deal of lump-sum update concurrently with the online entries.

For this process, some methods are put to practical use. For example, there is a mini-batch to execute the
lump-sum update as the chain of the divided small transactions. However, in the distributed systems, it is executed
as a chain of a great deal of distributed transactions, so there is a problem on the efficiency. Moreover, as for
the mini-batch, since the update is committed one after another, there are the following problems: in the case of
failure, it isn’t possible to be restored at the start point of the update [12, 13]; it cannot maintain the integrity in
the case of updating the data related mutually [4].

2.2. Related study

We have proposed the temporal update, which is the update method for a great deal of lump-sum update for
the single database update. And, its table has a relation that is extended from the relation of a transaction time
database table. The relation Rt of the transaction time database table is expressed by the following.

Rt(K, Ta,Td, A) (1)

Here, Ta shows Addition Time that the data was added to the database, Td shows Deletion Time that the data
was deleted from the database. Even in the case of data deletion, since the data is deleted logically by setting the
deletion time, the record of this data is left. Incidentally, while data isn’t deleted, the value of attribute q[Ta] is
expressed by now, the current time of update or query. Here, q[Ta] shows the value of attribute Ta of data q. And,
it is changing with the passage of time [9]. Therefore, the data set of the snapshot at the time t is expressed by the
following Q(t). And, above-mentioned K shows its primary key attributes; A shows the other attributes.

Q(t) = {q|q ∈ Rt; q[Ta] ≤ t ∧ t < q[Td]} (2)

Fig. 2 shows the change of data by the time series in the case of database update by this method. First, the
batch update (1) queries the data at the past time tq for its update, and stores its update result at the future time tu.
Second, the online entry (2), which is executed concurrently with the batch update, updates the data at the current
time now. So, these times are different, there is no conflict between the batch update and the online entry. On the
other hand, it is necessary to execute the batch update individually on the result of the online entry. This process
is executed as the OB update (online-batch update) (3). Thus, in this method, the lump-sum update is performed
by both of the batch update (1) and OB update (3), though it is performed by only the batch update (1) in the
conventional method. Here, the relation of the target table is expressed by the following Re extended from Rt.

Re(K,Ta, Td,Tp, P,D, A) (3)

The attributes that were added for Re are as follows
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Fig. 3. Queried data about each update case.

• Tp: Data Time. It is the time to show the processed order of update data: as for the batch update, its query
time tq is set; as for the online entry and OB update, the addition time of the online entry data q[Ta] is set.
• P: Process Class. This shows the process that updated the data: the OB update and the online entry, the

batch update. The corresponding value set is expressed by {Pob, Po, Pb}. Here, we make Pob > Po > Pb.
• D: Deletion Flag. This shows whether the queried data is the target of query. So, it is the logical value set
{true, f alse}. In the case that the online entry (2) delete the data, the OB update data q is set to q[D] = f alse.
In this way, the batch update (1) of Fig. 2 is made not to be queried even after time tu. Otherwise, it is set to
q[D] = true and queried.

After the time tu of Fig. 2, since there are plural data q having same above-mentioned primary key value q[K],
we extract valid data by the following algorithm.

(a) We extract the data with the latest value of Data Time Tp.
(b) If there is plural data, we extract the target data by the value of above-mentioned Process Class P.
(c) If the value of the Deletion Flag D of this extracted data is f alse, we exclude it from the query result.

Fig. 3 shows the query results by this way. (1) of this figure shows the update situation of the data by the time
series: as for D0, there is no update after the data entered; as for D1, a batch update was executed between time
tq and tu; As for D2, D3, D4, the change, deletion and addition of data was executed respectively by the online
entry, and with this, the OB update is executed. (2) of this figure shows the attribute values at the time tu, and the
queried data at the time tq, to and tu. According to the above-mentioned algorithm, following data is queried: as
for D0, the online entry data; as for D1, the batch update data; as for D2, D3 and D4, the OB update data because
of the execution of the online entry during the batch update. However, as for D3, since the data was deleted by
the online entry, Deletion Flag of it was set to f alse and no data is queried. In this way, batch update is executed
without confliction with the online entry, and the result data can be queried.

In the single database environment, we had showed that the lump-sum update by this method could reduce its
elapsed time to about 1/8 comparing to the mini-batch, which commit was executed by one update [4]. However, in
the distributed environment, there is the update in plural database or the processing by the distributed transaction.
And, it isn’t confirmed that the application of this method to this environment makes these processing efficient.
Therefore, in this paper, we implement this method to the distributed system and evaluate the update efficiency
compared to the mini-batch.

3. Implementation in Distributed System

In this section, we show the implementation of this method to the inventory management system that is con-
structed as a distributed system as shown in Fig. 1, and our target processing is the movement of a great deal of
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Fig. 4. ER diagram of database tables

stock in a lump-sum during the online entry. In this figure, the distributed transaction corresponds to the lump-
sum update; the local transaction corresponds to the online entry. While a great deal of stock is being moved in a
lump-sum, the following conditions must be maintained for the online entry transactions: the integrity of the stock
data among branch office 1 and 2 is maintained; all products are present in only one of the database in this system.
That is, the lump-sum update must be processed as the transaction viewed from the online entry transactions.

3.1. Implementation of tables

In the temporal update, the OB update is executed for the online entry that is executed during the batch update,
and the results of the batch update and OB update is made valid when the batch update completes. In other words,
these updates are processed as the transaction, and rollback can be executed in the case of failure. For this control,
we add the following batch update management tables that are shown in Fig. 4. These exist in every database of
the offices in Fig. 1. Incidentally, Stock Management table S TOCK is a table for the business and has the relation
Re. We show the corresponding attribute of Re at the right side of the table in the figure.

• Commit Time table (d0t commit): It stores Update Time b time when the results of the batch update and
OB update become valid for each target table that name is Table Name t name. That is, it stores the time
tu of Fig. 2. The time is set when the batch update completes. And, since it isn’t set in the case of failure,
these update results aren’t queried even at the estimated completion time of the batch update.
• Batch Management table (d0t batch): It stores three kind of time to control the batch update for each

target table: Start Time q time of the batch processing, which is same as the query time tq; Update Time
b time, which is same as Commit Table. And, Addition Time s time shows the temporary time that was set
to the corresponding time of Stock Management table in the case that Update Time is uncertain at the time
of its beginning. In this case, Update Time of this table is updated simultaneously with Commit Time table.
On the other hand, in the case that Update Time is established when the temporal update begins, it is set
before the processing.
• Mask table (d0t mask): It stores Primary Key t key of the online entry to the batch update target table

during the batch update, which corresponds to K of Rt. As shown in section 3.2, since the temporal update
needs the serialization with the online entry, this table manages the status of the online entry.

3.2. Implementation of temporal update processing

Fig. 5 shows the process flow about the temporal update: (1) shows the processing composition of the batch
update; (2) shows the processing composition of the online entry and a OB update; (3) shows the order of the
processing by the time series.

In (1), the box expressed by the double line shows the distributed transaction processing, and the other shows
the local transaction processing. Also, the hatching boxes show the processing that updates the batch update
management tables of Fig. 4. First, before the batch update, the pre-process set the time for the batch update
to Batch Management table of all target databases. Since these processing is executed beforehand, they can be
executed one after another by the local transactions. Next, the batch updates are executed. Since its results cannot
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Fig. 5. Process flow of transactions.

Fig. 6. View table of Stock Management table to query the valid data.

be queried by the online entry transactions until the update of Commit Time table, they also can be executed by
the local transactions for each database. Lastly, Commit Time table and Batch Management table are updated by
the post-process, and the batch update results can be queried from the online entry transactions after this.

The online entry in (2) is executed by both the kind of transaction: as the local transaction in the case of
updating tables of the single database; as the distributed transaction in the case of plural databases. It queries
Batch Management table at the beginning. And, in the case during the batch update, the OB update is executed.
Incidentally, since the consistency between the both processing results has to be maintained, they are executed as
the single transaction.

To execute the whole batch update as a transaction, the serializable schedule must be composed among it and
the online entry, which is executed at the same time. In this method, since its update results become able to be
queried from the online entry transactions after the post-process Pt of the batch update process as shown in Fig. 5,
the serializable schedule at this point becomes important. (3) of this figure shows the control flow for serialization
by this method. Here, S b shows the online entry transactions started before the batch update completion time tu;
S a shows the transactions started after this time and its update data conflicts with the batch update. Here, since
the target tables of the batch update are contained in the databases of the plural offices, the serializable schedule
is controlled by the following process by the distributed transaction: Pt waits until all the transactions of S b

complete; the transactions of S a wait until the completion of Pt.
Here, if it isn’t executed by the distributed transaction, each database is committed one after another. So,

for example, since the OB update OB2 complete after Pt, the corresponding batch update result is queried as a
phantom until the completion of OB2. Incidentally, the transactions T4, T5 that update the data other than those
that is the target of the batch update can be executed without waiting the completion of Pt. In this way, in the batch
update processing of the temporal update, only the post-process has to be executed as the distributed transaction;
the others can be executed as the local transactions.

3.3. Implementing of query function

To execute the temporal update as a transaction, the results of the batch update and OB update have to be
queried after the completion of the post-process, that is, after the update time tu was set to Commit Time table.
Here, since the online entry is executed as another transaction, its result has to be queried even before the time tu
as shown in Fig. 3. We implemented these query function by the following conditions using Process Class P.
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Fig. 7. Composition of experimental environment.

Table 1. Spec of servers.
server type CPU Memory OS

Local serve Xeon E5-1620 3.6GHz 8GB Windows7 (64bit)
Remote server Core i5 3.2GHz 4GB Windows7 (32bit)

• Online entry data (P = Po): it is queried unconditionally.
• Batch update data (P = Pb) and OB update data (P = Pob): only the data, which Addition Time s time

is newer than Update Time b time of Commit Time table, is queried.

We implemented this feature as the view table. Fig. 6 shows the DDL(Data Definition Language) to make the
view table for Stock Management table. By this view table, in the case of failure, rollback can be executed without
affecting the online entry. That is, we conceal the results of the batch update and OB update by this view table,
and delete them by their compensating transaction. Incidentally, in the actual business, the valid data is extracted
from this view table by the query algorithm shown in section 2.2.

4. Experiments and Evaluations

To evaluate the efficiency of the temporal update in the distributed system, we experimented by the prototype
as for the case of a great deal of stock movement among the branch offices as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 7 shows
the experimental environment. We built the local and remote servers in the distributed environment by two PCs
shown in Table 1, and connected them by a 1Gbit HUB. Stock Management table and the batch update control
tables are stored in every server, and their compositions are shown in Fig. 4 respectively. We use MySQL for the
database; InnoDB for the storage engine; XA transaction of MySQL for the distributed transaction [16]. To use
the distributed transaction, we set the isolation level of the transaction to serializable. And, we used Java, and
accessed MySQL by using JDBC.

In this experiment, we moved 2,000 stocks from Stock Management table of the remote server, which stores
10,000 stocks at the beginning, to the local server as shown in Fig. 7. We did this process by both the temporal
update and the mini-batch, and evaluated the efficiency of the temporal update processing in the comparison with
the mini-batch.
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4.1. Composition of temporal update processing

(1) of Fig. 7 shows the program composition of temporal update processing, which is executed by 3 steps of
transactions. First, the pre-process set the start time of the temporal update to Batch Management table d0t batch
before the batch update begins. This processing is executed by the local transactions as shown in section 3.2.
Here, it inserts 1 record to each above-mentioned table.

Second, the batch update moves the stocks. It queries the target data from the table of the remote server
(select). Next, it inserts the corresponding OB update data into this table, which Deletion Flag is set to f alse as
shown by D3 in Fig. 3. In this way, these queried data become to be deleted logically at the completion time.
On the one hand, it inserts the target data into the table of local server as shown by D1. Since it also doesn’t
need the synchronization among both of the database, it is executed by the local transactions and committed for
each specified number of updates. Incidentally, since the transaction time to query the data is the past time, the
data isn’t updated by the online entry as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the data can be queried in discrete. In this
experiment, 100 data is queried at a time.

Last, the post-process updates Batch Management table d0t batch and Commit Time table d0t commit. In this
processing, since the serialization between the online entry and the batch update is necessary as shown in Fig. 5,
it is executed by the distributed transaction.

4.2. Composition of mini-batch processing

(2) of Fig. 7 shows the program composition of the mini-batch processing. The mini-batch competes with the
online entry. So, it is not only executed by the distributed transactions, but also its data has to be processed one
after another: each data is queried with lock mode (select for update), updated and committed. Incidentally, in
this experiment, since we used Stock Management table that has the same composition with the temporal update,
the data is deleted logically in the same way as the transaction time database. That is, the data queried from the
Stock Management table of the remote server is deleted logically by setting Deletion Time, and the data is added
to the Stock Management table of the local server.

In further details, in the mini-batch processing, the following distributed transaction is repeated: above-
mentioned processing is executed on one data, which is query, update and insertion; next, the prepare and commit
of the two-phase commit are executed.

4.3. Evaluations

(1) of Fig. 8 shows the elapsed time of the temporal update processing in the case that the commit is executed
for each 200 updates; (2) shows the elapsed time of the mini-batch processing. This elapsed time is the average
time of the result of measuring each processing five times. The elapsed time to move 2,000 data by the mini-batch
is about 120 second. On the other hand, the elapsed time by the temporal update is less than 2 second. Therefore,
it is reduced to about 1/60.

Here, in the temporal update, the elapsed time of the pre-process shown between “START” and “Pre” was
about 0.2 second as shown in (1); the post-process shown between “2000” and “Post” is about 0.1 second. Inci-
dentally, the pre-process contains the connection processing to the database. So, the elapsed time for the database
update is shown between “Pre” and “2000”. On the other hand, in the mini-batch, since there isn’t the pre-process
nor post-process, the whole elapsed time is spent for the data update. In both the method, the elapsed time nearly
increases in proportion to the number of update data as shown in Fig. 8.

As for the temporal update, the number of the update data for one commit can be specified. Fig. 9 shows
the change of the elapsed time with this number. The elapsed time is the same average as Fig. 8. Also, the
temporal update, which number of data for the commit is 200, and the mini-batch correspond to Fig. 8. In Fig.
9, the temporal update, which number for the commit is 1, executes the commit for each update similar to the
mini-batch. However, the batch update processing is executed by the local transaction and query 100 data at a
time. And, this elapsed time was about 58.3 seconds, that is, about 1/2 of the mini-batch processing.

As for the temporal update, the whole elapsed time became shorter with increasing the numbers of update for
one commit. In the case of 200, the elapsed time is about 1.9 second, and was reduced to about 1/30 compared to
the case of 1; in the case of 1,000, about 1.4 second, and to 1/40. That is, in the case to commit for each of 1000
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of elapsed time.

Fig. 9. Comparison of elapsed times.

update in the temporal update, its efficiency is more than 80 times compared to the mini-batch. Incidentally, as for
the pre-process and post-process processing, since they don’t depend on the number of update data, their elapsed
time was almost constant even by changing this number for the commit.

5. Considerations

The mini-batch has to be executed as the chain of the small distributed transactions as shown in (2) of 7. On
the other hand, as for the temporal update, it needs to synchronize only in the post-process by the distributed
transaction as shown in (1) of Fig. 7. That is, the processing of the batch update can be flexibly composed. It is
considered that the temporal update is effective in the aspect of the update efficiency, the development efficiency
and the safety of system operations.

First, as for the update efficiency, its update processing can be executed by the local transaction. For example,
as shown in Fig. 9, even in the case that the commit is executed for each of update, the elapsed time is reduced
to about 1/2 comparing to the mini batch. And, in the case that the commit is executed for each of 1,000 update,
the elapsed time is reduced to about 1/80. Here, the number of the data and the elapsed time are proportional.
Therefore, we consider that the temporal update is effective to update a great deal of data in a lump-sum.

Second, as for the development efficiency, the flow of the update processing of the temporal update can be
flexibly rearranged. For example, we updated each database individually by the local transaction in this experi-
ment. In the actual business processing, since there are the updates with the complicated procedures, they can be
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composed more simply by the temporal update: by dividing of the lump-sum update into simple updates or by
rearranging of the process flow.

Third, as for the safety of system operations, the data being updated by the temporal update cannot be queried
by the online transactions until the completion of the post-process. In the actual system operations with the lump-
sum update, the failures often occur. As for the mini-batch processing, since its update is immediately committed,
the update cannot be cancelled. So, the user has to continue the process until the end with removing the cause
of the failure. Here, in the distributed environment, since the processing is executed through the network, the
probability of the failure generally increases more than processing in the single server. On the other hand, in the
temporal update processing, its update can be cancelled in the case of failure. So, the user can rerun the processing
at any time after the disposal of the failure cause.

6. Conclusions

With the spread of the Internet and distributed processing technologies, the decentralization and nonstop ser-
vices of the business systems are developing. On the other hand, often a great deal of data is updated in a lump-sum
in the business systems. To update plural databases with maintaining the consistency among them, the mini-batch
is used. However, since it executes a great deal of update as a chain of small update transactions, there is problem
that its efficiency is reduced in the distributed environment. In this paper, we applied the temporal update method
to a distributed system, which utilized the records by the time series to avoid the conflicts between the lump-sum
update and the online entry. And, we evaluated its efficiency compared to the mini-batch. As a result, we found
that its elapsed time can be substantially reduced than the mini-batch, since it is executed by the local transaction
and commits the plural updates at a time.

Future study will focus on the evaluation in the actual business system environment: updating concurrently
with the online entry in the distributed environment; the efficiency of querying the update results.

This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 24500132.
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